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ABSTRACT

Context. Clusters of galaxies are important for cosmology and astrophysics. They may be discovered through either the summed optical/IR radiation originating from their member galaxies or via X-ray emission originating from the hot intracluster medium. X-ray samples are not affected by projection effects but a redshift determination typically needs optical and infrared follow-up to then infer X-ray temperatures and luminosities.

Aims. We want to confirm serendipitously discovered X-ray emitting cluster candidates and measure their cosmological redshift through the analysis and exploration of multi-wavelength photometric catalogues.

Methods. We developed a tool, the Integrated Cluster Finder (ICF), to search for clusters by determining overdensities of potential member galaxies in optical and infrared catalogues. Based on a spectroscopic meta-catalogue we calibrated colour-redshift relations that combine optical (SDSS) and IR data (UKIDSS, WISE). The tool is used to quantify the overdensity of galaxies against the background via a modified redMaPPer technique and to quantify the confidence of a cluster detection.

Results. Cluster finding results are compared to reference catalogues found in the literature. The results agree to within 95–98%.

Conclusions. The ICF is a flexible and highly efficient tool to search for galaxy clusters in multiple catalogues and is freely available to the community. It may be used to identify the cluster content in future X-ray catalogues from XMM-Newton and eventually from eROSITA.
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1. Introduction

Clusters as building blocks of the Universe are important objects for astrophysics and cosmology and large-scale surveys across the electromagnetic spectrum have been performed to detect and characterize them in considerable number. The techniques used address different radiation properties of the constituents of a cluster.

In X-rays clusters are seen through the thermal emission of the hot intracluster gas. X-ray observations may provide important information concerning cluster properties such as the temperature, density, and mass. For bright clusters the redshift can also be obtained directly from the X-ray data by measuring the wavelength of emission lines in the X-ray spectrum. For the more typical case with insufficient number of photons, one needs to complement X-ray observations with optical or infrared data, firstly, to confirm the nature of the object as a cluster and also to achieve a reliable redshift determination. Of order ~2 × 10⁵ clusters were discovered through their extended X-ray emission. Still most of the X-ray selected clusters are based on ROentgen SATellite (ROSAT) discoveries but XMM-Newton is ramping up thanks to its high sensitivity and despite its comparatively small survey area (see e.g. Clerc et al. 2014; Mehrtens et al. 2012; Takey et al. 2013, 2014).

In the optical and at infrared wavelengths clusters are detected as overdensities of their member galaxies that are orbiting in their dark matter halo. A large suite of techniques were developed to find those overdensities including Voronoi tessellations (Gerke et al. 2012), matched filter algorithms (Postman et al. 1996), and a variety of red sequence techniques (for examples see Koester et al. 2007; Wen et al. 2009; Rykoff et al. 2014, and references therein). The red sequence method requires good photometry in several bands, preferably enclosing the 4000 Å break. This limits the applicability of such a cluster finder when only optical bandpasses are used. However, owing to the unprecedented combination of imaging depth and solid angle, some 50 000 to 100 000 clusters were detected in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; see Rykoff et al. 2014; Wen et al. 2009). Cluster searches based on SDSS are limited to z ≤ 0.55. The method can in principle be improved for higher redshifts if infrared data are included. This is one of the achievements presented in this paper. The Integrated Cluster Finder (henceforth ICF) searches multiple catalogues for overdensities of passive red galaxies in the vicinity of extended X-ray sources. If successful, the ICF confirms X-ray detection is due to a massive dark matter halo with hot gas and galaxies trapped in it, and it measures the cosmological redshift.

In the context of this paper a cluster candidate is regarded as confirmed or a cluster as identified if its cosmological redshift could be measured through a set of concordant redshifts of its likely member galaxies.

At millimeter wavelengths clusters can be detected out to high redshifts via Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect, which is caused by the inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons with electrons in the hot intracluster gas. Just as for X-ray searches SZ clusters are detected as
a single objects. An important property of the SZ effect is that the surface brightness of the thermal SZ effect is independent of redshift. The Sunyaev-Zel’dovich surveys became mature only in recent years, and the first Planck-discovered catalogue lists some 1227 entries (Bleem et al. 2015; Planck Collaboration XXIX 2014).

The ICF was developed as part of the Astronomical Resource Cross-matching for High-Energy Studies (ARCHES), which is an EU-FP7 funded small-scale research project; ARCHES aims to develop tools for the correlation of X-ray sources detected by XMM-Newton with multi-wavelength data resources. Two main cases need to be considered, correlations for non-resolved (point-like) and for resolved (extended) X-ray sources. While the former class of sources are primarily active galactic nuclei (AGN) with a growing fraction of stellar objects towards the galactic plane, the latter are clusters of galaxies in the first place.

The basis of the ARCHES project in general and of this sub-project in particular is 3XMM, the catalogue of all X-ray sources detected by XMM-Newton over the past 14 yr (Rosen et al. 2016). For each detected X-ray source, many parameters are derived and listed in 3XMM, and two of those are related to the extent of the X-ray source: a likelihood that the profile of the source exceeds the point-spread profile of the X-ray mirror assembly, \( \text{ext}_\text{ml} \), and the measured extent of an assumed \( \beta \) profile fitted to the source. The \( \beta \) profile has the form \( S(r) = S(0)(1 + (r/r_\text{c})^2)^{3-3\beta+1/2} \), where \( S(0) \), \( \beta \) and \( r_\text{c} \) are the profile parameters. Mainly these two parameters were used to prepare an input catalogue for cluster identification in this project.

Finding and correlating multi-wavelength counterparts to X-ray point and extended sources is fundamentally different. For X-ray point sources one typically seeks one matching counterpart per external catalogue at a given celestial position. Here positional uncertainties play a very important role. This matching and the corresponding tool will be presented by other participants of the ARCHES (see Pineau et al. 2015; Pineau et al., in prep., and ARCHES web page\(^1\)). For clusters of galaxies, the X-ray object, hot intergalactic medium, and potential optical or infrared counterparts, member galaxies are completely different entities, and therefore the correlation is more involved. We used the novel ARCHES cross-matching tool in the ICF to obtain magnitudes and photometric redshifts of potential cluster member galaxies from a variety of sources.

A database containing parameters for all X-ray sources and their correlated entries in other catalogues was developed within ARCHES. For confirmed clusters, the likely redshift, a finding chart, a plot of the multiplicity function, and the list of likely members galaxies are stored in the database and made available to the community. The ICF does not attempt to include the SZ signal in the detection process.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we provide a general description of the Integrated Cluster Finder algorithm, in Sect. 3 we present our implementation of the algorithm, in Sect. 4 we report on tests with known clusters, in Sect. 5 we predict completeness and false positives fraction levels of our cluster catalogue. The construction of the catalogue is described in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7 we provide a summary of the results and an outlook.

---

\(^1\) http://www.arches-fp7.eu/index.php/tools-data/online-tools/cross-match-service

2. General description

The Integrated Cluster Finder (ICF) implements a red MaPPer-like (see Rykoff et al. 2014) algorithm to search for clusters in the space spanned by the positions and the colours of their member galaxies. A first major difference with respect to the published redMaPPer method is that prior information concerning the position of the cluster from the detected X-ray position is integrated in our method. A further major difference is the inclusion of near- and mid-infrared photometric data whose cross-colours need to be calibrated by a large spectroscopic training set.

In general, the method is based on the fact that luminous red galaxies (LRGs) have (on the average) redshift-dependent colours. One can thus estimate the redshift of the member galaxies from a calibrated redshift-colour relation and the redshift of the cluster via averaging over all potential member galaxies.

Following Rykoff et al. a multiplicity function \( \lambda(z) \) is introduced, which is a measure of the background-corrected number of galaxies in the cluster. This function is calculated on a pre-defined grid of redshifts. Background density of LRGs, their colours, and the colour covariance matrix have to be determined for each redshift value on the grid.

The only input the algorithm takes is a position on the sky, which is the expected cluster position. This is driven by the primary use of this cluster finder, namely the search for, and redshift determination of, X-ray selected galaxy clusters.

The algorithm contains four main steps:

1. Calibration of the redshift-colour relation: for a chosen set of external catalogues one obtains average colours and colour-colour covariance matrices of red galaxies for each redshift. An alternative version of the ICF that uses pre-fabricated values of photometric redshifts (like those provided with SDSS, Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS), or Advance Large Homogeneous Area Medium Band Redshift Astronomical (ALHAMBRA) catalogues) was also developed.

2. Determination of the background density to be incorporated into the determination of a multiplicity at the cluster position.

3. Loading and filtering the data on galaxies.

4. Cluster search: identification of possible cluster member galaxies and measurement of the cluster redshift.

Steps 1 and 2 need to be carried out only once for each of the optical and infrared catalogues, while steps 3 and 4 need to be performed for every cluster candidate individually.

We acquired data from various optical and infrared catalogues in a circular region of radius \( R = 8' \) around the position of each extended 3XMM source (for a more detailed description of the kind of downloaded data see below). This is a compromise between completeness and detection efficiency and was chosen to limit the size of data to be downloaded and inspected for each position. Owing to this choice, our approach is inefficient for the detection of nearby clusters because clusters appear larger than 8' on the sky at low redshift. The chosen radius corresponds to 1 Mpc co-moving radius at redshift \( z = 0.12 \). However, the restriction to 8' does not seem to be severe since most nearby clusters are already known and have their redshifts measured. In addition, bright, nearby (hence very extended) clusters are not reliably detected as single entries by the XMM-Newton source detection chain and are thus partially screened away by the filters applied to generate 3XMM.
3. Implementation

We describe step 4 first, as it does not depend on the catalogue chosen. We proceed with the description of steps 1 to 3 as they were implemented in the current version of the ICF.

3.1. The multiplicity function \( \lambda(z) \)

A multiplicity function \( \lambda \) as function of the redshift \( z \) is defined in Eq. (1) as sum of cluster membership probabilities for all galaxies in the field of view. This function is calculated as the solution of

\[
\lambda(z) = \int_{r_{\text{ang}} < R(z)} \frac{\lambda(z)u(z, x)}{\lambda(z)u(z, x) + b(z, x)},
\]

where \( r_{\text{ang}} \) is the angular separation between the galaxy and the given position of the extended X-ray source, and \( R(z) \) is the minimum between \( R_s \), the distance corresponding to 1 Mpc projected distance at redshift \( z \), and \( R = 8' \).

In this equation the following definitions and quantities are used:

\[
x = (r_{\text{ang}}, m, \chi^2),
\]

\[
u(z, x) = \sum_{\lambda, \nu} \theta(\nu) p_\nu(\chi^2),
\]

\[
p_\nu(\chi^2) = \frac{\chi^2(\nu/2, \chi^2/2)}{\Gamma(\nu/2)},
\]

\[
\theta(m) = \exp(-10^{-0.4(m-m_0)}),
\]

\[
\Sigma(r_{\text{ang}}) = \frac{w}{(r_{\text{ang}}/R_s)^{-1}} f(r_{\text{ang}}/R_s),
\]

\[
f(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{t - 1}}{\sqrt{2}} \right), & t > 1 \\
0, & t = 1 \\
1 - \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{1 - t}}{\sqrt{2}} \right), & t < 1,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( m \) is the main magnitude of the candidate member galaxy (for a definition of “main” magnitude see below) and \( m_0 \) is the magnitude of a galaxy with a mass of \( 2 \times 10^{11} M_\odot \).

The function \( u(z, x) \) is the normalized cluster profile. It is the product of a surface density \( \Sigma(\lambda, \nu) \), a luminosity function \( \theta(\nu) \), and a membership probability \( p_\nu(\chi^2) \). A Schechter function with \( \alpha = -1 \) was used for the luminosity function \( \theta(m) \). The function \( \Sigma(\lambda, \nu) \) was described with a NFW universal density profile (NFW: Navarro-Frenk-White; Navarro et al. 1996). Both \( \Sigma(\lambda, \nu) \) and \( \theta(m) \) are normalized so that their integrals taken over all possible values of \( r_{\text{ang}} \) or \( m \) is unity.

The quantity \( p_\nu(\chi^2) \) gives the probability for a given galaxy to be at a given redshift and is calculated as the inverse of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the \( \chi^2 \) distribution, where \( \gamma \) is the incomplete gamma function and \( \nu \) the number of degrees of freedom (equal to the number of colours used). More details on the \( p_\nu(\chi^2) \) definition are given in Appendix A.

A NFW surface density profile was used here with a normalization \( w \) chosen to satisfy the equation \( \int_0^\infty \Sigma(r)2\pi rdrr = 1 \). Equation (6) cannot be calculated numerically for \( r = R_s \), so within \( r = R_s \times (1 \pm 0.01) \) it was approximated by a simple linear function. Also, following Rykoff et al. (2014), a cut-off is imposed to prevent overcounting of the central parts of the cluster, \( \Sigma(r) = \Sigma_0 \), if \( r < R_0 = 0.15 \) Mpc. This allows for an optical-to-X-ray offset, which is typically of the order of 50–100 kpc (see, for example, Takey et al. 2013) and does not allow a single central object to dominate the cluster. The offset might appear because of an unrelaxed state of the cluster or errors in the positioning of the X-ray emission peak.

The NFW profile used here (or any other symmetric profile) biases our finding approach towards relaxed symmetric clusters. The strength of this bias is yet to be studied.

In Eq. (1) \( b \) is the background density, which is a tabulated function of redshift, magnitude, and \( p_\nu(\chi^2) \), which is derived below in Sect. 3.9.

Two simple critical cases might help to understand the nature of the \( \lambda(z) \) function. If \( b = 0 \) then \( \lambda = N - \) simply the number of galaxies in the field of view. If \( b = \) const. and \( u = \) const. (i.e. all galaxies are exactly the same) then \( \lambda = N - b/\mu \). For further properties of the multiplicity function, see Rykoff et al. (2014).

The solution of Eq. (1) is obtained iteratively for each value of \( z \). The procedure gives cluster membership probabilities for all galaxies in the field as

\[
p_{\text{mem}}(z, x) = \frac{\lambda(z)u(z, x)}{\lambda(z)u(z, x) + b(z, x)},
\]

We search for clusters of galaxies at the peaks of the \( \lambda(z) \) function.

3.2. Inclusion of spectroscopic data

Spectroscopic data were used whenever possible. To achieve this, the spectroscopic meta-catalogue (composed of SDSS-III’s Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) and The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS) catalogues) was used as an extra catalogue for cross-matching. When calculating the function \( u(z, x) \) in Eq. (3) \( p_s \) now depends on \( z \), not on \( \chi^2 \), so the following equation is used in place of Eq. (4) for objects with a spectroscopic counterpart with redshift \( z_{\text{spec}} \).

\[
p_s(z) = \begin{cases} 
1, & |z - z_{\text{spec}}| < \Delta z \\
0, & |z - z_{\text{spec}}| \geq \Delta z
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \Delta z \) equals the step-size of the used redshift grid. This value is chosen to ensure that every galaxy with known spectroscopic redshift contributes to at least two points of the redshift grid. Thus galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts contribute to \( \lambda(z) \) at an interval that is wider than a typical error of spectroscopic redshift. This accounts for the case when the \( \lambda(z) \) peak is offset to a galaxy with spectroscopic redshift, for example, because of photometry uncertainties. If for a given detection there are one or more likely members with known spectroscopic redshift, then we report their average spectroscopic redshift together with the photometric cluster redshift estimate.

3.3. Use of photometric redshifts

For some catalogues used here, namely those from CFHT and ALHAMBRA, photometric redshifts are provided. For such a case, we modified the approach used in Sect. 3.1 by replacing Eq. (4) with

\[
p_s(z) = \frac{1}{\Sigma_{\text{photot}}} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{(z - z_{\text{phot}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{photot}}^2} \right),
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{photot}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{photot}}^2 + 4\Delta z^2,
\]

\[
\Sigma_{\text{photot}} = \text{erf} \left( \Delta z \sqrt{\frac{2}{\sigma_{\text{photot}}^2}} \right),
\]

where \( z_{\text{phot}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{photot}} \) are the value and error of the photometric redshift of a galaxy. An additional constraint is that \( |z - z_{\text{phot}}| < 4\Delta z \) should hold, i.e. the galaxy redshift should not be very different from the redshift under consideration. For galaxies outside
of this range \( p_s(z) = 0 \). Therefore we added \( \Sigma_{\text{photoz}} \) as a normalization factor, so the integral of \( p_s(z) \) over all redshifts is one. We used a wider range than for spectroscopic redshifts, as photometric redshift errors are substantially larger.

For the photometric redshifts the background function can be simplified. It is defined on a grid of redshifts and magnitudes, that is

\[
b(z, m) = \sum_{\lambda} p_s(z) / \Delta m, \tag{13}
\]

where \( \Delta m \) is a grid step in magnitudes and the summation subset \( \lambda \) is defined as a set of galaxies for which their main magnitude \( m_{\text{main}} \) falls into the corresponding bin in the magnitude grid and \( p_s(z) > 0 \).

If for a galaxy in the photometric redshift catalogue there is a known spectroscopic value, then the latter redshift is used together with its spectroscopic redshift error.

3.4. Peak finding and redshift determination

The multiplicity function \( \lambda(z) \) is calculated for each redshift value on a grid. The grid in \( z \) spans from 0.02 to 0.80 with a step-size of 0.01 for the combination of SDSS, UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) and AllWISE catalogues, and the upper limit was set to 1.4 (see Sect. 3.5) for the photo-z catalogues. The step size was already chosen to be smaller than an average photometric redshift error with this kind of data over a wide redshift range (see the review of photo-z methods in Abdalla et al. 2011).

As the ICF cannot extract more redshift information than is normally provided by photo-z methods, an even smaller step size would not improve the cluster finding reliability and the redshift accuracy.

Next one needs to find significant peaks and determine the most likely cluster redshift from \( \lambda(z) \). Complexities may arise (1) as there might be more than one galaxy assembly along the line of sight and thus \( \lambda \) might show more than one peak; and (2) the rather low precision of \( \lambda \) measurements at higher redshifts due to large photometric errors. Two examples for the graph of the \( \lambda(z) \) function are shown in Fig. 2: one with a single significant peak and a second with two significant peaks.

Peaks in the \( \lambda(z) \) function are determined in an iterative manner. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The upper panel shows the first iteration: an initial candidate redshift \( \tilde{z}_0 \) is selected as the position of the absolute maximum of the \( \lambda \) function in the whole interval covered by the redshift grid (black line): max(\( \lambda(z) \)) = \( \lambda(\tilde{z}_0) = \lambda_0 \). Then the individual membership probability \( p_{\text{mem}}(\tilde{z}_0, x) \) for all galaxies within \( r < R(z) = 1 \) Mpc at redshift \( \tilde{z}_0 \) is calculated. This initial list of probabilities is sorted in descending order. From the sorted list the first \( n \) members are selected so that \( \sum_{n=0}^{n-1} p_{\text{mem}}(\tilde{z}_0, x_i) \geq 0.9\lambda_0 \) and \( \sum_{n+1}^{n} p_{\text{mem}}(\tilde{z}_0, x_i) < 0.9\lambda_0 \). Those selected galaxies give approximately 90% of the total multiplicity. The remaining 10% is contributed by several galaxies with low membership probability. Then the cluster finder is applied again, this time using only the selected galaxies. This gives a new function \( \lambda'(z) \), which needs to be divided by 0.9 since only 90% of the initial multiplicity estimate was used. The revised function \( \lambda'(z) \) (red line) is then fitted with a Gaussian function \( \lambda_{\text{fit}} = \lambda_0 \exp \left( \frac{(z - \bar{z}_0)^2}{2\Delta z_{\text{red}}^2} \right) \) (blue line).

This gives a most likely redshift \( \bar{z}_0 \) for the current cluster candidate, which is close to \( \tilde{z}_0 \), a redshift error \( \Delta z_0 \), and a multiplicity value \( \lambda_0 \). The selected \( n \) galaxies are removed from the sample and the cluster finder is re-run. The resulting second iteration is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1, where we have plotted \( \lambda(z) \) for all galaxies with dashed line for reference (same data was shown with black line in the upper plot). This provides a new \( \lambda(z) \) function with a new candidate redshift \( \bar{z}_1 \) (solid black line). Then we again calculate \( \lambda'(z) \) for members adding up 90% of multiplicity (red line), which is then fitted with a Gaussian function (blue line). On both images the peak position, width, and height of Gaussian fits (blue lines) is nearly the same as for \( \lambda(z) \) data (red lines).

The procedure of galaxy elimination is repeated as long as \( \lambda > 1 \) for the new cluster candidate at redshift \( \bar{z}_1 \). In the example we stop after the second iteration because the third peak (a very small bump at around \( z = 0.08 \) in Fig. 1) has \( \lambda < 1 \).

The decision for a 90% threshold is a compromise. If the threshold chosen was much higher, then galaxies not regarded as members tend to show up by building a secondary peak close to the main peak, thus producing many spurious cluster detections. If a lower threshold was chosen, it is likely that separate structures were merged into one and, in this way, somehow produced artificially large errors for the redshift of the one detected cluster. We chose to select galaxies adding up 0.9 of the total \( \lambda \) rather than selecting on membership probability \( p_{\text{mem}} \).
Fig. 2. Examples of $\lambda(z)$ functions for two fields with one (top) and two (bottom) detections. Red crosses and vertical blue lines indicate detections. Values attached to crosses are for the measured $\lambda$, in red for non-spurious and in black for spurious detections (see Sect. 5).

because the average value of $p_{\text{mem}}$ for cluster members decreases with redshift as the photometry becomes less and less precise. This method of member selection is similar to that used in the redMaPPer algorithm (see Rykoff et al. 2014).

Two examples of peak finding are given in Fig. 2. Red crosses and vertical blue lines indicate possible cluster detections. Values attached to crosses are for the measured $\lambda$, in red for reliable and in black for spurious detections (for the definition of a spurious detection see Sect. 5). In the upper panel there is only one reliable detection at $z = 0.39 \pm 0.05$ with $\lambda = 18.8$. The secondary peak at $z = 0.2$ was regarded as spurious. In the lower panel, a more complicated case with two detections is shown: the first at $z = 0.1 \pm 0.02$ with $\lambda = 16.2$ and the second at $z = 0.56 \pm 0.05$ with $\lambda = 15.8$.

Figure 3 shows finding charts for these two cluster candidates, which identify potential member galaxies and those with spectroscopic redshifts. The spectroscopic redshifts given in the upper image are slightly (by 0.03) different from peak redshift. Spectroscopic redshifts of galaxies in the lower image for the low-redshift multiplicity peak are spread from 0.06 to 0.1 because of the way spectroscopic information was included into the cluster search (see Sect. 5). This is an obvious drawback of our method, but it is of importance only at low ($z < 0.12$) redshifts, where other limitations of our method are also relevant (see Sect. 2). It is of course preferred to use spectroscopic redshift wherever available as they are more precise.

In the lower image, galaxies are indicated for the two mentioned possible detections: those at $z = 0.1$ with light blue and at $z = 0.56$ with yellow circles. In this case it is more likely that the X-ray source corresponds to the detection with the higher redshift, as its likely that member galaxies (indicated with yellow circles) show a clear concentration towards the X-ray source, while the galaxies that are contributing to the low-redshift detection obviously do not; this is the case even though some of these galaxies are very close to the X-ray source.
Currently the tool does not provide an automated way to select the cluster of galaxies that appears more likely to be associated with the X-ray source in such cases. It has to be identified manually. Experience tells that in many cases the choice is not difficult, taking into account values of $\delta_j$, redshift, brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) properties, X-ray extent, and the presence of other extended X-ray sources in the field of view. However, in other cases no decision can be made and X-rays might be emitted by two structures along the line of sight.

### 3.5. Integrated Cluster Finder project code and data

We developed a code implementing the method described above. It is written mainly in Python, and most numerically intense parts are moved to a FORTRAN-90 library. Data are stored in a PostgreSQL database.

The ICF can in principle use a variety of data sources: catalogue data stored in the ICF database (which so far includes CFHT deep and wide as well as ALHAMBRA photo-z catalogues) and any VizieR catalogue (or any other Virtual Observatory (VO) compliant catalogue) or output of the new ARCHES cross-matching tool applied to a given catalogue set (Pineau et al. 2015; Pineau et al., in prep.). Several Python classes were implemented in the ICF for different types of data sources, and new classes can be easily added. As of now the ICF is highly efficient; its bottleneck is the response time of VizieR server requests.

The set of external catalogues that are currently available for the ICF are listed in Table 1. The first column of this table shows the common name of the catalogue. The second column lists bands provided by the catalogue or photo-z for photometric redshift catalogues, and the third and fourth columns contain the total sky area (in deg$^2$) and number of sources from the 3XMMe cluster science-case subset (see Sect. 6.1.1) that fall into the catalogue area.

For the current work combined data from three large-scale surveys are used in the first place, the SDSS, the UKIDSS (Large Area Survey, LAS), and AllWISE. We use $ugriz$ model magnitudes from SDSS, YJHK default magnitudes from UKIDSS (LAS) and W1 and W2 magnitudes from AllWISE (W3 and W4 are too shallow to be used for cluster search). As an alternative photometric redshifts from CFHT deep and wide catalogues as well as from ALHAMBRA were also used. The photometric data are supplemented by a spectroscopic meta-catalogue that was built from the combination of SDSS (BOSS) and VIPERS (Garilli et al. 2014) spectroscopic catalogues. Entries in those catalogues are cross-matched with the new ARCHES cross-match tool (Pineau et al. 2015; Pineau et al., in prep.). The output of the tool is the list of possible matches with match probabilities indicated for each combination. The combination of sources from different catalogues with the highest probability was always used for cluster search. There might be confusing cases with two or more combinations having similar match probabilities, but these are rare and are not expected to affect the cluster search.

We use the following criteria to select galaxies from the three main catalogues (in parenthesis we list constraints as used in the VizieR web-masks):

- SDSS only select primary (mode = 1), good ($Q = 3$), galaxies (cl = 3) with non-zero and positional errors that are not too large (e$_{DEJ2000} < 100$).
- UKIDSS select non-duplicate ($n = 1$) sources with at least one frame ($n_f > 0$). For AllWISE select not very extended (ex <= 1) sources with high signal-to-noise ($snr > 4$) and having non-zero errors in position (eeMaj $> 0$) and W1 magnitude (e$_{W1mag} > 0$). We add a further positional error of 0.01$''$ in quadrature to take possible systematic errors into account.

#### 3.6. Calibration of the redshift-colour relation

Passive red galaxies at a given redshift form a so-called red sequence (see e.g. Koester et al. 2007), that is a (linear) relation between a colour and a magnitude of the galaxies. Red sequences were found up to high redshifts, which is a property that qualifies them for cluster identification and redshift measurement over a wide redshift range. Red sequences at a given redshift typically have a small slope that is ignored here. An obvious effect of this omission is that the spread in a given colour of red galaxies at a given redshift (i.e. the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix) is slightly increased.

There are two possible ways to estimate average colours and corresponding colour-colour covariance matrices as functions of redshift.

The first way is to use some model for a passively evolving red galaxy (for example the model from Bruzual & Charlot 2003). This gives a robust estimate of the colour(s). However, colour-colour covariance matrices have to be generated by varying age and metallicity of models to try to fit the observed data. This is difficult to achieve in a consistent way for a wide redshift range. A further problem is the poorly known redshift evolution of the models. This approach is not followed here for the two mentioned limitations.

The alternative way to estimate average colours and corresponding colour-colour covariance matrices as functions of redshift is to extract a redshift-colour relation from available well-calibrated multi-colour data. To this end, we defined a redshift grid ranging from $z = 0.02$ to $z = 0.8$ with a step-size of 0.02. After calibration the grid step is reduced to 0.01 and intermediate values are filled by linear interpolation between points. For each redshift value $z_{\text{bin}}$ in the grid we collected colours of galaxies with known spectroscopic redshift close to $z_{\text{bin}}$ from spectroscopic surveys. We used a Gaussian mixture model (hereafter GMM$^3$) to separate red and blue galaxy populations. Then we made a first approximation to the mean colour values $\langle c(z) \rangle$ and the covariance matrix $\text{C}_{\text{mm}}(z)$ for red galaxies. The functions $\langle c(z) \rangle$ were additionally smoothed above $z = 0.5$ by applying spline interpolation.

The next step is to take photometric errors of the calibration data into account. We carried this out by applying the error-corrected Gaussian mixture model (see Hao et al. 2009). This model was only developed for one colour, so it is run for each colour separately here. Colours were taken from a first approximation and then frozen, allowing for different weights for the blue and red populations and for variable dispersions. We then obtained for a colour, $C_j$, a new dispersion of red galaxies $\delta_j$.

We now have to replace a diagonal element $\text{C}_{\text{mm}}(z)$ representing the colour dispersion in the covariance matrix with a new value $\delta_j^2$, effectively shrinking the covariance ellipsoid in the $j$th dimension. This is carried out consistently by multiplying the $j$th row and the $j$th column of $\text{C}_{\text{mm}}$ by $\delta_j/\sqrt{\text{C}_{\text{mm}}(z)}$. As a result

\footnotesize

\[ \text{http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/vizier/index.gml} \]

\footnotesize

\[ \text{http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/mixture.html} \]
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For the SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE catalogue combination

various colours $c(z)$ are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that

at different redshifts, the various redshift–colour relations have
different slopes, thus providing different amounts of information
concerning the redshift. For example, $g - r$ changes rapidly below
$z < 0.4$ but shows little variation above that redshift. The colour
$r - i$ displays the opposite behaviour. Therefore some authors
used $g - r$ to estimate redshifts for $z < 0.4$ and $r - i$ for $z > 0.4$

of objects

3XMMe clusters overlap

Catalogue | Frequency bands | Covered area (deg$^2$) | Number of objects |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
AllWISE | W1 (3.4 µm), W2 (4.6 µm) | 41 000 | 747 634 026 | 1704 |
UKIDSS | $JHK$ | 4000 | 82 655 526 | 326 |
SDSS (DR9) | $ugriz$ | 15 555 | 932 891 133 | 1043 |
CFTHLS-Wide | photo-$z$ | 157 | 35 651 677 | 150 |
CFTHLS-Deep | photo-$z$ | 5.25 | 2 293 851 | 38 |
ALHAMBRA | photo-$z$ | 4 | 4 411 303 | 18 |

Table 1. List of catalogues currently used by the ICF.

Fig. 4. Redshift-colour relation obtained from the calibration for
colours from the SDSS catalogue (upper) and the SDSS-UKIDSS-
AllWISE combination (lower). Error bars illustrate the spread in this
colour and were derived from diagonal elements of the covariance ma-

### 3.7. Galaxy selection and magnitude cuts

Within a circle of a radius $R(z)$ (the minimum between $R = 8'$
and $R_z$ – the distance corresponding to 1 Mpc projected distance
at redshift $z$) around a given position, galaxies were se-
lected at each redshift that are in the range $m(z) - 3 < m <
m(z) + 2$, where $m(z)$ is the magnitude of a galaxy with a
mass of $2 \times 10^{11} M_\odot$. For this selection we used the SDSS
$r$-band magnitude, if the object had SDSS data and the All-
WISE $W1$ magnitude otherwise. The values of $m(z)$ were taken
from Bruzual & Charlot (2003). We call the magnitudes of the
two chosen bands the “main” magnitudes, and use these for the
computation of the Schechter function (see Eq. (5)).

We ran a test to check the sensitivity of our method to the
chosen magnitude limits. We took the final ICF sample (see
Sect. 6) and ran a modified ICF with magnitude limit set to
$m(z) - 3 < m < m(z) + 1$. We missed 19 clusters as com-
pared to the ICF sample (i.e. less than 4%) and detected 9 “new”
clusters, mainly at low redshift and with low multiplicity $\lambda$.

### 3.8. Limitations of catalogues

Figure 5 shows fractions of all galaxies in the range $m(z) - 3 <
m < m(z) + 2$ in the catalogue that are at the same time brighter
than the completeness limits for SDSS, UKIDSS, and All-
WISE as a function of redshift. A magnitude limit was used for
UKIDSS instead of a completeness limit (Eisenstein et al. 2011;
Lawrence 2013; Cutri et al. 2014), and the 90% completeness
limit should be smaller, thus the dashed curves should move

(Ascaso et al. 2012; Erfanianfar et al. 2013). The lower panel of
Fig. 4 shows why optical-to-infrared colours are so useful for the
ICF. The colours $r - Y$ and $r - W1$ change almost linearly over
the complete redshift range considered here. The UKIDSS alone
(see $Y - K$ colour) or AllWISE alone (see $W1 - W2$ colour) are not
very useful as colours in each catalogue does not change much
over the redshift range, but their combination provides the colour
$Y - W1$ that can be used as it changes monotonically over the
redshift range, although the slope is small. For redshifts above
$z \approx 0.6$ IR colours become more and more important, as the
4000 Å break moves closer to the infrared domain.

In the current implementation it is not necessary for a galaxy
to have measured magnitudes for all bands, and thus all colours;
a result is generated even with just one colour, with of course
lower precision. We cannot however use AllWISE alone on areas
not covered by SDSS, for two reasons: first, the $W1 - W2$ colour
is not a good redshift proxy in the redshift range that is of interest
here, second, as shown below in Sect. 3.8, W2 is not deep enough
to give reliable results at $z > 0.3$.
to the left. Thick lines show fractions of galaxies with at least two bands (i.e. at least one colour) for SDSS alone (blue) and all three catalogues combined (red). In the absence of UKIDSS data, in fact, we cannot go much deeper than the SDSS alone, as the AllWISE W2 band is relatively shallow. Nevertheless, there is still an advantage to using AllWISE data, as one gets more colours and thus a better redshift estimate at intermediate redshifts. We decided to place an upper redshift limit for the cluster search for SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE at \( z = 0.8 \). Photo-z catalogues used here are much deeper than SDSS, so an upper limit was placed at \( z = 1.4 \).

It was decided not to correct for the incompleteness as the exact fraction of missed galaxies is uncertain for UKIDSS and AllWISE; their depth varies from point to point on the sky.

3.9. Determination of the background galaxy density

The background function \( b(z, x) \) is defined as the distribution of background galaxies in magnitude \( m_{\text{main}} \) and \( p_v \) for each value of redshift \( z \). As mentioned above, for the SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE combination of data two “main” magnitudes are used, and hence two background functions were determined for each value of \( z \), magnitude \( m_{\text{main}} \) and probability \( p_v \).

For the determination of the background maps 4000, circular fields with 8′ radii were analysed at positions that were randomly chosen in the SDSS area. These fields were treated with the cluster finder in the same manner as if they were X-ray sources. The only difference was that rather than using galaxies within the certain radius \( R(z) \) (see Sect. 3.1), all galaxies within a radius of 8′ from the chosen position were used. The number of galaxies in each bin of \( m_{\text{main}}, p_v \) was divided by the total area of the selected background fields, which is \( 4000 \times 3600 \) arcmin².

For photometric redshift catalogues, we built the background function \( b(z, x) \) as the distribution of all galaxies in the catalogue in magnitude \( m_{\text{main}} \) for each value of redshift \( z \), divided by the total catalogue area.

4. Tests of the tool

4.1. Influence of infrared data

We explored the impact of the use of the infrared data by comparing redshift accuracies of cluster redshifts that were obtained with and without the infrared catalogues. We used our ICF catalogue for this test (see Sect. 6). Detected clusters were grouped into ten bins in the range \( 0 < z < 0.7 \). The result is shown in Fig. 6, in which we plot average redshift error for each redshift bin. The red curve corresponds to redshifts obtained with SDSS data alone, and the black curve to redshift obtained with the SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE combination. The error bars indicate the spread in redshift errors within each bin. The small horizontal offset was added to the red line for clarity. Redshift errors were found to be approximately 20 percent smaller when we included infrared data.

4.2. Dependence on method parameters

We tested how stable our method is in two ways. First we started changing the extraction radius \( R_o \) (see Sect. 3.1) from 0.2 to 2 Mpc (the value used by the ICF is fixed to 1 Mpc). We took 50 clusters from the reference catalogue (Takey sample of clusters) for which two conditions are satisfied: \( 0.3 < z < 0.45 \) and \( \lambda > 10 \). We took this redshift range so that all our clusters were at comparable distances, so the linear scale would not change much. The result of the test is shown in Fig. 7, where we show average values of \( \lambda \) normalized to the default value with \( R_o = 1 \) Mpc. It can be seen that changing \( R_o \) between 0.7 and 1.3 only has a little impact on \( \lambda \). Outside this range the measured \( \lambda \) is systematically lower. If \( R_o \) is much smaller than the actual cluster size, then real cluster members far from the cluster centre are not detected. If \( R_o \) is larger than the actual cluster size then we include too much background, thus decreasing \( \lambda \).

Our second test checked how sensible the ICF is to the chosen input position of the cluster. We started changing the assumed cluster positions for the above sample within \( \pm 3.5′ \). The result of the test is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the method is stable within \( \pm 1.5′ \) offsets, which corresponds to 300–500 kpc within the selected redshift range. If the offset is larger than 1.5′ then the fraction of still detected clusters and their \( \lambda \) values decrease rapidly. Therefore we can conclude that our method works best if the offset between the optical cluster and input position is less than 1.5′.
were used as input for this run of the ICF. The measured red-
erence catalogues. Initially only SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE data
XMM
were not used for this recovery exercise. The clusters listed in
some famous catalogues like the Zwicky and Abell catalogues
of 3XMM extended sources are somehow similar. Therefore
the expectation that the clusters to be identified as counterparts
X-Ray, REFLEX). The reference catalogues were chosen with
from dedicated optical follow-up (ROSAT-ESO Flux-Limited
thers were visually screened so that the resulting catalogue was
or spectroscopic redshifts of likely member galaxies. All clus-
ners have redshifts (zref) determined from photometric
3XMM-Newton observations.

The ICF was run on positions of clusters listed in the reference
catalogues. Initially only SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE data
were used as input for this run of the ICF. The measured red-
shifts zICF were compared with reference values zref. A clus-
ter was regarded as recovered if the following condition holds:
|zICF − zref| < δzICF + 0.01. We added 0.01 (grid step size) to
the redshift error to soften the effect of very small ICF redshift
uncertainties in some cases. The added constant is much smaller
than a typical redshift uncertainty in the reference catalogue. Be-
low we briefly comment the results.

For the sake of simplicity, only the first 1000 clusters were
used from the MaxBCG catalogue since this was sufficient for a
fair comparison of the success rates between the two catalogues.
Only clusters in the highest redshift bin provided (0.53–0.55) were
used from the redMaPPer catalogue. The Wen & Han (2011) sample contains clusters selected in the deep fields so it
is much deeper than our upper redshift limit (z = 0.8), so the
test was restricted to clusters in CFHT-wide area with z < 0.8.
We used the SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE data for testing, so one
should not expect a very good recovery rate even with this
restriction.

Takey et al. (2013) compiled a sample of 530 clusters from
the common 2XMMi-DR3 and SDSS-DR7 survey area. All those clusters have redshifts (zref) determined from photometric
or spectroscopic redshifts of likely member galaxies. All clus-
ters were visually screened so that the resulting catalogue was
assumed to be a reliable resource. A subset of those clusters
had previously determined redshifts from other surveys (zpub). A cluster was regarded as recovered if the above condition was ful-
filled for either zpub or zref. Most galaxies in 15 fields of size 8 arc-
cmin around the Takey et al. clusters did not satisfy the selection
criteria given in Sect. 3.5 and these clusters were thus removed
from our sample. The result is shown in Fig. 9 in zref versus zICF.
Out of 515 input clusters, 491 (95%) were recovered with the
above criteria. Discrepancies are caused by the fact that clusters
in this catalogue are relatively faint and their redshifts are less
certain owing to less photometric information. A concentration
of outliers at the lower part of the plot is caused by low-redshift
detections made by the ICF. These detections are caused by the
presence of a low-redshift cluster in the XMM field that was used
by Takey et al. (2013) to search for clusters; such clusters are of-
ten the primary observation target. Another example of such a
problem is shown in the lower part of image 3 and discussed in
detail in Sect. 3.4. This problem is relevant for the ICF cluster
search based on 3XMM (see Sect. 6).

As it is shown in Table 2, 95% to 99% of clusters were recov-
ered by the ICF for four out of five reference samples. A lower
recovery rate was obtained for Wen and Han sample owing to
a much higher average redshift in their catalogue. This cluster
catalogue was constructed with CFHTLS data, which are much
deeper than SDSS. If we consider only a subsample with z < 0.5
Table 2. List of test or reference cluster catalogues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster catalogue</th>
<th>Number of objects</th>
<th>( z ) range used</th>
<th>Subset used for testing</th>
<th>Recovered</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RedMapper</td>
<td>25,325</td>
<td>0.53–0.55</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>536 (98%)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen and Han</td>
<td>1,757</td>
<td>0.16–0.8</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>313 (60%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxBCG</td>
<td>13,823</td>
<td>0.1–0.3</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>991 (99%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takey et al.</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>0.03–0.7</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>491 (95%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFLEX</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>0–0.46</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>284 (96%)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References. (1) Rykoff et al. (2014); (2) Wen & Han (2011); (3) Koester et al. (2007); (4) Takey et al. (2013); (5) Böhringer et al. (2004).

than 88% of clusters were recovered. As a comparison, we tested the same sample using photometric redshifts from CFHT-W catalogue as input. Results are shown in Fig. 10. It is obvious that we improve the recovery rate substantially (up to 84% recovered clusters) by using higher quality data.

The lower recovery rate (96%) for the REFLEX dataset is partially caused by discrepant redshifts in the REFLEX catalogue (this was revealed by comparing REFLEX to MaxBCG and redMapper) or by low redshifts of the reference catalogue. As described above, the ICF performs poorly in detecting clusters at \( z < 0.12 \). If the input is restricted to clusters with redshift \( z > 0.12 \), 161 out of 165 REFLEX clusters (over 97%) are recovered.

5. Completeness and false positives fraction

An important step in cluster finding is the estimation of completeness (i.e. what is the fraction of clusters that are not detected) and of the fraction of false positives (i.e. what is the chance of detecting a cluster that does not exist or is not related to an X-ray source).

We define \( F(r) \) as the cumulative function of the NFW profile (Eq. (6)). Then we define the inverse cumulative NFW function \( F^{-1}(t) = F^{-1}(F(r)) = r \). Now we define \( r_{\text{NFW}} = F^{-1}\left(\sum_{i} F(r_i) / n\right) \). This value gives a characteristic cluster size. For a purely random set of points, we expect \( r_{\text{NFW}} = 0.5 \) on the average.

The same 4000 random fields that were used for the background determination (see Sect. 3.9) were used to determine the false positives rate. The ICF was run for these fields (just as if there was an X-ray source). The main goal of this experiment was to estimate the probability of a cluster “detection” in a case when the X-ray source is spurious or not related to a cluster (e.g. two unresolved point sources or a nearby galaxy or similar). These detections were compared to the detections of clusters from the reference sample.

The detections of the two datasets presented above (reference clusters and background fields) are shown in the \( r_{\text{NFW}}-\lambda \) plane in Fig. 11. Recovered clusters from the reference catalogues (see Sect. 4) are shown with red dots and detections from background fields are indicated with blue dots. The way we choose cluster members (see Sect. 3.4) selects galaxies closer to the centre preferentially, therefore the average \( r_{\text{NFW}} \) is somewhat smaller than 0.5 even for a spurious detection, as can be seen in the Fig. 11.

The cores of the two datasets are well separated in the plane chosen but they also have some overlap. It may well be that some positions from the randomly selected set might indeed contain a real cluster so that the expected distribution of a pure background non-cluster sample would be confined to smaller values of \( \lambda \). On the other hand, some of the sources from the reference samples might be spurious and thus be located at rather low values of \( \lambda \).

Here we want find a separation curve in a way that as many background detections as possible are kept below this curve and as many “real” clusters, i.e. clusters drawn from the reference samples, as possible are above it. Luckily the exact shape of the curve has little impact on the result; after testing exponential, power-law, and linear separation lines we chose the broken-line shape as the most simple, but still reliable, solution.

We want to produce a probability, by means of these separation lines, for a given detection to be spurious as a function of

![Fig. 10. Redshifts estimated by Wen & Han (2011) and in this work (\( z_{\text{ICF}} \)). Upper plot was produced with SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE data, whereas the lower one was produced with CFHTLS photometric redshifts data. Colours reflect the value of \( \lambda \). See text for more details.](image-url)
\( \lambda \) and \( r_{\text{NFW}} \). This is carried out by introducing a figure of merit (FOM) as:

\[
\text{FOM}(\lambda, r_{\text{NFW}}) = \begin{cases} \frac{r_{\text{NFW}}}{44}, & r_{\text{NFW}} < 0.25 \\ 1, & r_{\text{NFW}} \geq 0.25. \end{cases} \tag{14}
\]

The case for \( r_{\text{NFW}} \geq 0.25 \) is motivated by the fact that there seems to be little dependence of background detections distribution in \( \lambda \) on \( r_{\text{NFW}} \), so we can use \( \text{FOM}(\lambda, r_{\text{NFW}}) = \text{FOM}(\lambda, 0.25) \).

We then define \( p_\text{sp}(\text{FOM}) \) as a fraction of detections from the background fields with \( \text{FOM'} > \text{FOM} \), i.e., above the line defined by Eq. (14). It can be approximated by the following equation:

\[
p_\text{sp}(\text{FOM}) = 4892(\text{FOM}(\lambda, r_{\text{NFW}}))^2 + 287.178)^{-1.5}, \tag{15}\]

where FOM is calculated via Eq. (14). It is not very precise at higher values, and can even produce \( p_\text{sp}(\text{FOM}) > 1 \), but clusters with high \( p_\text{sp}(\text{FOM}) \) are rejected anyway as likely to be spurious.

The completeness \( f_{\text{com}}(x) \) is defined as the fraction of clusters for which \( \text{FOM} > x \) and the false positives rate (or the spurious detection fraction) \( f_{\text{sp}}(x) \) as the fraction of background detections for which \( \text{FOM} > x \).

We stress that completeness was derived from a set of catalogues of clusters that can be biased and can contain spurious detections as well. On the other hand, there might be some real clusters, for example a low-redshift, large Abell cluster or a portion thereof, even among background detections. So there still might be some detections in the final catalogue that are not in fact related to the X-ray source used. We adopted a false positives fraction of 15 percent. This does not mean that the contamination of the produced catalogue by cluster detections that are unrelated to the X-ray source are as high because we use the additional information that there is an extended X-ray source at this location.

6. Integrated cluster catalogue

6.1. Cluster catalogue production

6.1.1. Data selection

The input catalogue of cluster candidates used here is based on 3XMM-DR5 (Rosen et al. 2016). Within ARCHES this catalogue was filtered and enriched with flags for possible scientific applications and the column density of cold interstellar matter in the direction of the source. This catalogue version is called 3XMMe, where the “e” stands for “enhanced”\(^4\).

X-ray sources other than clusters may appear as X-ray extended and they clearly do not fall under the category to be studied in this paper, namely nearby galaxies, solar system objects, Supernova remnants, and non-resolved blends of point sources. Some extra measures were taken to discriminate between real clusters and the other sources. Solar system objects did not enter 3XMM, supernova remnants were excluded through the selection of high-galactic latitude fields only, and nearby galaxies were discarded through a careful selection of fields case by case (Rosen et al. 2016). There is no safeguard against imperfections of the source detection process itself, which is limited by the X-ray optics and the available photon numbers. Quantifying its abilities and limitations would require intensive simulations that are beyond the scope of this paper. Entries in 3XMM were thus taken at face value.

Several cuts and filters were applied to select cluster candidates:

1. Observations with high background, hotspots, and corrupted mosaic mode data were removed.
2. Low exposure (<5 ks) observations were removed.
3. \( 0 < \text{EP}_9 \text{DET}_2 \text{ML} < 80 \text{ arcsec} \). This only considers detections with real extent, that is below the upper limit of 80 arcsec imposed in the source detection step within the standard XMM-Newton pipeline processing.
4. \( \text{EP}_9 \text{DET}_2 \text{ML} < 10 \). This excludes poorly constrained extent values.
5. The galactic latitude must satisfy the constraint \( |b| > 20.3 \text{ deg} \).
6. \( \text{EP}_9 \text{DET}_2 \text{ML} < 10 \). This demands a minimum detection likelihood value of 10 in band 9 (XID band = 0.5–4.5 keV).
7. \( \text{SUM}_2 \text{FLAG} < 2 \). This excludes manually flagged detections and also detections with \( \text{SUM}_2 \text{FLAG} = 2 \); these are generally detections that are extended and close to other sources or within the envelopes of other extended sources.
8. \( 4 < q_{\text{offaxis}} < 12 \text{ arcmins} \). The off-axis angle for the detection is measured, in arcmins, from the spacecraft bore sight for the observation. The lower boundary is intended to mitigate against the inclusion of extended target objects, while the upper cuts away low-completeness regions at the edges of the field of view.

The various selection steps resulted in a preliminary input catalogue of 1704 extended X-ray sources in 3XMMe, which are all regarded as potential clusters of galaxies. On top of the constraints that were applied to construct 3XMMe further constraints were applied for cluster finding with the ICF:

1. Select only sources with SDSS coverage; this leaves 1043 X-ray sources in the catalogue.
2. Remove sources that fall into a field that have bright stars or very bright galaxies (like M31 or Magellanic clouds) in the field of view or the very vicinity; a further 186 sources were thus removed, leaving 857 X-ray positions in the input catalogue.

The SDSS, UKIDSS, AllWISE, and spectral data were retrieved for the fields associated with the remaining X-ray sources. The data were then cross-matched with the new XMatch tool

\(^4\) You can find a detailed description of 3XMMe catalogue at http://www.arches-fp7.eu/images/PDF/3XMMe_catalogue_v2.1.pdf
(Pineau et al. 2015, and in prep.). Where possible, we also collected the photometric redshift data from CFHT deep and wide catalogues and ALHAMBRA; this was possible for 135 unique sources, and SDSS data was available for some of these as well. We removed from the analysis all fields that had less than two-thirds of their area covered by survey; otherwise our data would be highly incomplete and cluster detection would be unreliable. This removed fields with bad photometry or those close to the survey borders. We were thus left with 820 sources with two-thirds of their area covered by survey; otherwise our data would be highly incomplete and cluster detection would be unreliable.

SDSS data. As for photometric redshifts data, 124 fields had to the survey borders. We were thus left with 820 sources with SDSS data was available for some of these as well.

The ICF was run on all these data. Cluster candidates were considered as detected if \( p_{\text{sp}}(\lambda, r_{\text{NFW}}) < 15\% \). For each detection the following information is stored:

- X-ray source coordinates;
- estimated redshift and its error;
- multiplicity value \( \lambda \);
- weighted radius \( r_{\text{NFW}} \);
- probability for the detection to be spurious \( p_{\text{sp}} \);
- distance of the BCG from the cluster centre;
- difference between the magnitude of the BCG and \( m_\ast(z) \).

We also saved information for all likely members of each cluster in a separate table (id, position, magnitudes in all bands and, if available, spectroscopic redshift).

6.1.2. Duplicates and matches to known clusters

A few further steps need to be performed in constructing the 3XMMe-ICF cluster catalogue.

(a) The ICF was applied using both options (photoz and colour-redshift relation) to search for galaxy overdensities around the given input positions. This could have led to more than one detection of the same source if the position was within the CFHT and the SDSS area, for example. Only one of the detections was chosen and documented for the construction of confirmed clusters from 3XMMe. The detection with the higher value of \( \lambda \) was always chosen, which typically was the detection from CFHTLS. This contains photometric redshifts for both red and blue galaxies and the multiplicity \( \lambda \) even at the same limiting depth of the input data is expected to be systematically larger. Therefore if cluster is detected in SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE and photometric redshift data, then the latter detection is chosen in most cases.

(b) There are few cases when two or three sources from the input X-ray source list appear close to each other on the sky. We get detections with similar redshifts and multiplicities for most of such pairs or groups. This might be due to one of three possibilities: (1) one of the X-ray sources is in fact not related to the cluster; (2) the clusters detected are in the merger state and have a complex X-ray structure; or c) there are two clusters with different redshifts that are nearly aligned along the line of sight. Such cases are marked in the catalogue and have to be treated with care. In such cases, we select a detection we think is most likely to be related to the X-ray source, and flag all other detections as possible duplicates.

(c) In order to give reference to possible previous detections and identifications of the same source, a meta-catalogue of clusters is created. It contains more than 50,000 cluster redshifts from the catalogues listed in Table 2. This catalogue was supplemented by the Abell and Zwicky catalogue (see Zwicky et al. 1961) containing 10411 objects. Many clusters are listed there several times, as they were detected in different catalogues. Matching is carried out using the criteria \( d < R(z)+R_{\text{ref}} \), where \( d \) is the angular distance between the detected and reference clusters, \( R(z) \) is the angular size corresponding to 1 Mpc comoving size at cluster redshift \( z \), and \( R_{\text{ref}} \) is a reference cluster radius (taken from the reference catalogue data whenever possible, and otherwise fixed to 1 Mpc at the cluster redshift). It is important to note that matching entries between the 3XMMe-ICF catalogue and the reference meta-catalogue does not necessarily mean that these are the same clusters. The example discussed in Fig. 3 is typical for such a case; a new XMM-Newton discovered cluster may be located behind an Abell cluster. Hence a simple positional match between catalogue entries is not sufficient but the redshifts have to be compared as well and need to be matching. It is not easy to define a standardized procedure since not all reference catalogues give, for example a redshift error. In any case, we do not change the redshift found by the ICF but document the existence of potentially matching clusters with their redshift from other cluster catalogues.

(d) Finally the NASA Extragalactic database (NED) database\(^5\) is queried to search for known clusters. The search radius was fixed to 8 arcmin. The information that was retrieved from the NED for all found matching clusters is included in the catalogue.

6.2. Integrated Cluster Finder run results

The cluster catalogue contains 708 detections on 488 unique X-ray sources. Of those 348 have at least one member with a spectroscopic redshift measured. Only 38 detections do not have a counterpart in NED or the reference catalogue. The redshift distribution of reliable and unique cluster detections is shown in Fig. 12. Using catalogues with photometric redshifts we get more detections not only at very high but also at intermediate redshifts. This is caused by the fact that \( \lambda \) values for detections based on photometric redshift catalogues are systematically larger and that photometric redshift catalogues cover

---

\(^5\) [http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/](http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/)
Fig. 13. Redshifts for detected clusters from other catalogues: a) Takey et al. (2013); b) Rykoff et al. (2014); c) Koester et al. (2007); and d) Wen & Han (2011). Colour of points indicate data used by ICF to detect clusters. Shaded region corresponds to 4% error in redshift.

Fig. 14. Redshift determination with SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE and with CFHT or ALHAMBRA photo-z data.

some parts of the sky observed by XMM-Newton but not covered by SDSS. When the ALHAMBRA catalogues were used in cluster detection they do not reveal any new detection that was not also discovered with the other catalogues.

Figure 13 shows redshift comparisons for ICF detections that enter the catalogues listed in Table 2. As before, it can be seen that ICF sometimes measures a much lower redshift than the redshift provided by a reference catalogue. This is caused in most cases by an overlap with a large nearby cluster, which was the main target of the XMM-Newton observation. In the preparation of this diagram, the following method was used for matching clusters from each of the two catalogues in consideration for each panel. The separation between the cluster position used by the ICF, which is equivalent to the X-ray source position, and cluster position from the reference catalogue was requested to be less than 1 Mpc in comoving distances for redshifts reported by both ICF and the reference catalogue. This ensures that a low-redshift ICF detection is not matched with an offset high-redshift reference cluster and vice versa.

Another test is to compare detections of the same cluster made with SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE and with photo-z data. The result for 67 such detections is shown in Fig. 14. Apart from a few disagreements at low redshifts the correlation is very good. Low-redshift outliers are likely caused by the fact that a cluster detected with (more sensitive) photo-z data was simply not detected in SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE and, at the same time, another detection with low redshift appeared.

7. Discussion

We have developed a tool to search for galaxy clusters across multiple catalogues involving optical and infrared data as well as photometric and spectroscopic redshifts. The main purpose for the development of the tool was the search for, and the confirmation and the redshift determination of, clusters drawn as extended sources from the 3XMMe X-ray source catalogue. The reliability of the tool was shown by testing its performance against established cluster catalogues in the literature. We also provide means to filter out spurious detections.

Upon acceptance of this paper an open service will be made available to the community that will facilitate running the ICF on arbitrary user-defined positions. It is an on-line tool hosted
by the Observatoire Astronomique de Strasbourg to be accessed using the URL http://serendib.unistra.fr/icf.

The cluster catalogue, which is generated on the basis of the final version of the enhanced version of 3XMM called 3XMMe, serves as the starting point for its scientific exploitation. The catalogue is published via the ARCHES database. It gives information concerning all detected clusters together with a diagram showing the multiplicity $\Lambda(z)$ plots (similar to Fig. 2). Combined SDSS and X-ray finding charts similar to Fig. 3 are provided along with lists of member galaxies. An investigation of this new resource was started to further study the $L_X - T_X$ cluster scaling relation between between the temperature and luminosity of the hot intracluster medium.

We foresee and plan the following extensions and future applications of the tool. Right now full functionality is given in the northern hemisphere only because of the lack of suitable wide-field surveys in the south while developing the ICF. This situation will change in the near future with VO-compliant releases of data from, for example the Dark Energy Survey (DES; Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016), the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS; Kaiser et al. 2002), ATLAS (Shanks et al. 2015), and the VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS; Cross et al. 2012). Correspondingly new colour-redshift relations need to be calibrated for those data and a new download module needs to be written. The ICF is a tool that on input only needs a position on the sky. In the context of this paper, input positions were those of the extended sources in 3XMMe (Rosen et al. 2016), but there is no restriction that would prevent using it with other source input, for example future 3MM-Newton data releases or source catalogues of the upcoming extended Roentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array (eROSITA) mission with a huge need for optical follow-up (Merloni et al. 2012).
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Appendix A: Definition of the $p_q(\chi^2)$ function

Here the definition of one of the key functions for the ICF is given. We start from the mean colour values $\langle e(z) \rangle$ and the covariance matrix $C_{int}(z)$ at redshift $z$. If there are $n$ colours, the dimensions of $\langle e(z) \rangle$ and $C_{int}(z)$ are $n$ and $n \times n$, respectively.

We consider a galaxy with magnitudes $f_{1,m}$ and errors $\delta f_{1,m}$ measured in $m$ frequency bands. It is not necessary that all $m$ magnitudes are measured for each galaxy in the catalogue, i.e. some flux values might be undefined.

We also define a set of index pairs $I_i = (I_{i,1}, I_{i,2})$, where $I_{1,1}, I_{1,2}$ are two band indices and each pair defines a colour.

For example, we take SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE band set ($u,g,r,i,z,Y,J,K,W1,W2$), then $m = 10$. We then define $n = 9$ colours: $u-g, g-r, r-i, i-z, r-y, Y-K, Y-W1, r-W1, W1-W2$. The $J$ band was dropped from the list of colours, as $J-K$ changes only little over the desired redshift range. Thus:

$I = [(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 6), (6, 8), (8, 9), (9, 9), (9, 10)]$

Then for a galaxy the colour offset $c_i = f_{I_{i,1}} - f_{I_{i,2}} - \langle e(z) \rangle_i$ is calculated with $i = 1..n$, and colour errors $\delta c_i^2 = \delta f_{I_{i,1}}^2 + \delta f_{I_{i,2}}^2$.

The error covariance matrix $C$ is defined as

$$C_{pq} = \begin{cases} \delta c_p^2, & p = q \\ \delta f_{I_{i,1}}^2, & p \neq q \text{ and } (I_{i,1} = I_{j,1} \text{ or } I_{i,2} = I_{j,2}) \\ -\delta f_{I_{i,1}}^2, & p \neq q \text{ and } (I_{i,1} = I_{j,2} \text{ or } I_{i,2} = I_{j,1}) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (A.1)$$

Examples of $C_{pq}$ matrix elements are as follows:

1. $C_{23}$, i.e. $g-r$ versus $r-i$ colour correlation coefficient, has $r$ as the second band in $g-r$ and as the first band in $r-i$, thus $I_{2,1} = "r", I_{2,2} = "r", I_{2,3} = "i", I_{2,4} = "i", C_{23} = -\delta f_{2,1}^2$.
2. $C_{39}$, i.e. $r-i$ versus $r-W1$ colour, has $r$ as the first band in both colours, thus $I_{3,1} = "r", I_{3,2} = "r", I_{3,3} = "W1", C_{39} = \delta f_{3,1}^2$.
3. $C_{33}$, i.e. simple r-i colour error, $C_{33} = \delta c_{r-i}^2$.

For each redshift $z$ and one has to calculate

$$\chi^2(z) = c(C_{int}(z) + C)^{-1}c. \quad (A.2)$$

If one or several bands are missing for a given source, then the corresponding elements of $c$ and rows/columns from $C_{int}(z)$ and $C$ are removed.

If one of the colours is the exact combination of two or more other colours then the covariance matrix defined above is zero. In this case, one of the three colours should be removed. For example, for SDSS-UKIDSS-AllWISE, $c_{r-y} + c_{y-W1} = c_{r-W1}$. If the $r, Y$, and $W1$ magnitudes are known for a given galaxy, then only $c_{r-y}, c_{y-W1}$ should be used. If one of the $r, Y$, and $W1$ magnitudes is not known then we are left with only one colour.

The value $\chi^2(z)$ in Eq. (A.2) is assumed to follow a $\chi^2$-distribution. Although colours and colour errors are obviously non-independent variables, it is assumed they would be independent and this issue is neglected here.